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Ablation pressure scaling at short laser wavelength
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The ablation pressure at a 0.44-mm laser wavelength has been measured at irradiance up to 2
31014 W/cm2. The diagnostics consisted in the detection of shock breakout from stepped Al targets. By
adopting large focal spots and smoothed laser beams, the lateral energy transport and ‘‘drilling effects’’ have
been avoided. The measured scaling shows a fair agreement with analytical models.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of laser ablation of low- and medium-Z tar-
gets is fundamental for laser-driven inertial confinement
sion since it is the source of the driving pressure in abla
compression of fusion targets. For this reason, the stud
the mass ablation rate and of the generation of ablation p
sures have been among the first subjects to be address
the context of laser-matter interaction. In particular, su
studies focused on establishing the scaling laws vs lase
tensity and laser wavelength, to be used as a guide in
selection of laser parameters, in order to obtain the high
hydrodynamic efficiency in laser-driven implosions.

Also, when laser light is incident on solids, a high-dens
plasma is formed. Light is absorbed only in the region at a
below the critical density. The absorbed energy is then tra
ported by thermal conduction from the absorption region
the higher density ablation region. Therefore, mass abla
is closely related to electron thermal conduction, and m
surements can give information on the inward heat flux. T
gives an additional motivation for studying laser ablation

It is then not surprising that many theoretical and expe
mental studies have been carried out over the past 20 y
@1–27#. Despite this, there are still some good reasons
study the process of laser ablation today:

~i! First, progress in laser technology and in laser smoo
ing techniques allow the realization of cleaner experime
Indeed it turns out that most past studies were done by
cusing the laser energy to small focal spots in order
achieve intensities of 1013– 1015 W/cm2. Thereby, experi-
mental results were affected by two-dimensional~2D! effects
~lateral transport of thermal energy, lateral flow of mass!.

Even when large spots were used, these were not optic
smoothed ~the first smoothing technique, random pha
plates, was introduced in the 1980s@28#! and were then char
acterized by the presence of ‘‘hot spots’’ in the intensity p
file. The measured ablation rate was therefore dominate
the ‘‘drilling effect’’ connected to the short-scale inhomog
neities.

Moreover, the use of phase zone plate optical smooth
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@29–30# ~see the next-section! allows a flat-top intensity dis-
tribution to be produced. This is important since the ablat
parameters in the central flat region of the focal spot can
directly compared to analytical results obtained from 1
models, which by definition assume a spatially uniform
tensity.~In this context, recently interesting results have a
been obtained at Institute of Laser Engineering with the p
tial coherent light technique, PCL@31#.!

~ii ! At the shortest laser wavelengths, there is still so
incertitude concerning the scaling vs laser intensity. For
stance, measurements at 0.351mm by Key et al. @1# showed
a scaling'I 0.3, very different from what predicted by vari
ous theoretical models~usually 'I 0.7). Indeed such experi-
mental results were dominated by 2D and drilling effec
Also, to our knowledge, data for the 0.44-mm laser ablation
of aluminum targets in the range 1013– 1014 W/cm2 have not
been reported. This is important because shorter laser w
lengths~third and fourth harmonics of Nd, as well as oth
wavelengths from gas lasers! have the advantage of givin
higher ablation rate and pressure, and are thereby envis
as future drivers for inertial confinement fusion direct dri
experiment@32#.

~iii ! Finally, some details are still not clear in the literatu
concerning the very mechanism of laser ablation. For
stance, even recent important reviews@33# report the scaling
law

P ~Mbar!58.6~ I /1014!2/3l22/3~A/2Z!1/3, ~1!

where I is the laser intensity on target in W/cm2, l is the
laser wavelength inmm, andA and Z are the mass numbe
and the atomic number of the target. This is obtained
considering that laser light is absorbed at the plasma crit
layer.

In reality, the mass ablation rate scaling should also
clude a time dependence. Indeed the plasma corona siz
comes larger during the interaction, and the distance betw
the absorption region and the ablation surface (ne'solid
material! increases with time. This brings to a decoupling
the laser beam from the target and, as a result, the en
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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from the laser is absorbed in the plasma corona~delocalized
absorption! and the mass absorption rate decreases with ti
In particular it is found that the shock pressure is related
laser and target parameters by@34#

P ~Mbar!511.6~ I /1014!3/4l21/4~A/2Z!7/16~Z* t/3.5!21/8

~2!

where the timet is in ns. As with the previous scaling law
~1!, pressure strongly depends on laser parameters and
weakly on the material. The decrease in time of ablat
pressure, even for constant laser irradiation, was first
scribed by Caruso and Gratton@35# and later by Mora@34#.
The difference between delocalized absorption and local
~at critical density! models is discussed in detail by Mey
et al. @14#.

In order to address questions~i!, ~ii !, and ~iii !, we per-
formed an experiment at the PALS laboratory, using irrad
tion at l50.44mm @36#. The high laser energy per shot~up
to a maximum of 400 J! allowed us to obtain laser intensitie
up to 231014 W/cm2 using relatively large focal spots~di-
ameter 400mm! and avoiding 2D effects. Also we adopte
laser beam-smoothing in order to avoid the ‘‘drilling effec
from hot spots@25#. Our results show a scaling vs laser i
tensity which is quite close to the theoretical prediction, a
gives some evidence for the mechanism of delocalized
sorption.

In the past, several experimental techniques have b
used in order to measure the mass ablation rate and pres
These include the measurement of ablation thickness u
time resolved x-ray spectroscopy@3,8#, recoil momentum
measurements@4#, layered target burn trough measureme
@2#, time resolved x-ray radiography@1#, ballistic pendula
@14#, Faraday cups and plasma energy calorimeters@12#, and
shock velocity measurements@5,6#. Here we follow the last
experimental method, taking advantage of the recent
vancement in the generation of high quality shocks and
the measurements of shock velocities with stepped tar
@37–39#. As compared to other methods, this is a quite dir
measurement of ablation pressure, and less prone to 2D
fects @since we measure shock velocity in the central reg
of the focal spot where shock dynamics is practically
thanks to the use of phase zone plates~PZPs!, and since the
measurement takes place at very early times#.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed with the iodine laser
Prague Asterix Laser System~PALS!, which delivers a single
beam, 29 cm in diameter, with a typical energy of 250 J
pulse at 0.44mm. The laser pulse is gaussian in time with
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of 450 ps. The sche
matic experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

The focusing lens had a focal lengthf 5600 mm (f /2 ap-
erture!. A blue filter before the entrance window did cutv
and 2v light. The diagnostics used to detect the shock br
kout from the target rear face consisted in a pair of len
imaging the rear face onto the slit of a streak cam
~Hamamatsu C7700 with an S-1 photocathode!. The first one
was a complexf /2 objective, withf 5100 mm, producing a
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parallel beam between the two lenses. A protection tube~Fig.
1! was used to shield the diagnostic light path from scatte
laser light. A red filter RG60 before the streak camera cut
any 3v light. The second lens hadf 598 cm, giving a total
optical magnificationM59.8. The spatial resolution, mea
sured on the CCD placed after the streak by imaging a s
able grid ~90-mm pitch!, was 2.6mm/pixel. The CCD had
5123512 pixel and 16 bits dynamic range. The obtain
temporal resolution was 3.22 ps/pixel.

Stepped targets were made of lathe machining of b
aluminum at General Atomics. The base was'8 mm, and the
step thickness was'8,5 mm. Al was chosen because its b
havior at high pressure is well known, making it a typic
reference material for laser-shock experiments.

The primary condition of producing high quality fla
shocks imposed the use of PZPs@29,30#. Since, for technical
reasons, it was not possible to produce a PZP with the
size of the laser beam, we designed a smaller PZP to
placed atf /2 from target. The design had Fresnel lenses
1-cm diameter, which implies that 225 Fresnel lenses
covered by the laser beam. The characteristics of our op
system (PZP1focusing lens! were such that the focal spo
had 400-mm FWHM, with a 250-mm flat region in the center
corresponding to intensities up to 231014 W/cm2.

In reality the intensity profile produced by PZPs is n
really flat but characterized by small scale length speck
~of typical dimension less than 10 microns!. However, small
speckles are rapidly washed away by thermal smooth
@40#, so they are not expected to influence our measureme
In any case the spatial and temporal resolution of our di
nostics is not sufficient to see such effects. The effects
speckles on shock breakout was observed in Ref.@41# by
using a diagnostics with higher space and time resolut
However, it was not large, inducing local differences
shock breakout time of the order of 10 ps, which does
appreciably influence our measurement of shock velo
~which is determined by a shock transit time in the step
the order of 1 nsec!.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows a streak image of shock breakout from
Al stepped target. The time delay between the breakout a

FIG. 1. Experimental setup at PALS.
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base and at the step gives the average shock velocity in
step. From shock velocity we determine the shock press
using the Hugoniot data for Al from the Sesame tables@42#.
Such a shock pressure is the pressure produced by the
beam on the irradiation side, i.e., the ablation pressure.

The method works if the shock is stationary, and we
signed the targets to get a stationary shock in the step.
can be addressed by using hydrodynamics simulation
analytical models@39,43# which approximate the Gaussia
with a trapezoidal time shape.

Typical errors were calculated by considering the error
target thickness~including the surface roughness!, the streak
camera resolution, as determined by the time window~1.69
nsec! and the slit size~115 mm!, and the error in data read
ing. The error on shock velocityD was then propagated
giving a 620% error bar on pressure.

The laser intensity on target is obtained by measuring
laser energy shot by shot~through a calibrated reflectio
from the entrance window of the chamber! and includes the
losses~about 20%! due to the use of PZPs@29,30#. Also, it is
calculated taking into account the flat-top intensity profi
i.e., it corresponds to the effective intensity in the cent
region of the focal spot. As for the time dependence, thx
axis in Fig. 3 shows the time-averaged intensity over
laser pulse duration.

Figure 3 summarizes our experimental results for abla
pressure vs laser intensity on target. It also shows two th
retical curves corresponding to the law given by Mora, a
to the law

P ~Mbar!512~ I /1014!2/3l22/3~A/2Z!1/3. ~3!

This corresponds to Eq.~1! except for the factor 12
which is what was originally derived theoretically@16#. The

FIG. 2. Shock breakout image from an Al target for laser ene
EL5108 J. The dimensions of the images are 1.69 ns31300 mm.
Times flows up to down. The time delay between base and ste
Dt5267 ps giving a shock velocityD531.84mm/ns
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interpolation of experimental data with Mora’s law requir
some care. Indeed in the case of delocalized absorption
shock pressure~and shock velocity! decrease with time.
Hence weaker shocks, produced at lower intensities, tra
more slowly in the target and break out later; thereby th
have more time to slow down. Shock velocity is measured
shock breakout, but the shock breakout time@the timet to be
inserted into Eq.~2!# is different for low and high laser in-
tensities.

In order to take this effect into account, we write that

d5E D~ t !dt, ~4!

where d is the target thickness, and the time integral go
from 0 to the breakout time. The relation between the sh
velocity D and the shock pressureP is @44#

D5S ~g11!

2

P

r0
D 1/2

, ~5!

whereg is the adiabatic constant of the material andr0 is the
unperturbed target density (r052.7 g/cm3 for Al !. Equations
~4! and ~5! allow the shock breakout time to be determine
and by inserting then into Eq.~2! we finally get an equation
which is formally independent on time, but dependent
target thickness, i.e.,

P ~Mbar!515.36~ I /1014!0.8l24/15r0
21/15d22/15, ~6!

whered is in mm and where the coefficient was calculat
for A527 andZ5Z* 513 ~however, the dependence on th
ionization degreeZ* is practically negligible!. Here we sim-
plified the calculation by assuming an ‘‘average’’ thickne
d5(dbase1dstep/2). This may be done because the time e
ponent in Mora’s law~0.125! is very small, i.e., the shock
decreases quite slowly with time.

As can be seen, our experimental data are more clos
Mora’s law, as compared with Eq.~3!. This concerns
not only the values of pressures but also the trend vs. la
intensity. From this point of view, substituting the factor 1

y

is

FIG. 3. Our experimental results~dots! with scaling laws for
absorption at the critical density@16# @continuous line, Eq.~3!#, and
to delocalized absorption@34# @dotted line, Eq.~2!#.
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with the factor 8.6, i.e., using Eq.~1! instead of Eq.~3!, may
be a tentative of fitting the theoretical scaling obtained
localized absorption with experimental data.

A final remark should concern the possible effect of tar
preheating induced by the x rays produced in the plas
corona. This might induce some target decompression ah
of shock and alter the measurement of shock velocity. In
case we did measure preheating for every laser shot by
cording the emission from the target rear side before sh
breakout and using a calibration of our emissivity diagn
tics. Preheating temperatures of the order of a couple of
were measured, and, as expected, increased with increa
laser intensity. Also, we could observe the onset of preh
ing '200 ps before shock breakout. Such a short ti
and the low expansion velocity due to the low preheat
temperature combined to give a target decompression w
did not affect our shock measurements significantly~espe-
cially when compared to our quite large error bars!.

Also, let us note that a substantial effect of preheat
would appear in a deviation from theoretical laws which
related to preheating temperature, i.e., increasing with la
intensity. Our experimental data instead show no sign of s
systematic behavior.
es

ov
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the laser ablation pressure at 0.44mm has
been measured in planar Al targets at irradiance up to
31014 W/cm2. By adopting relatively large focal spots and
smoothed laser beam, the lateral energy transport and
‘‘drilling effect’’ were avoided. The measured scaling show
a fair agreement with available analytical models. These d
can also be of interest for an experimental database of a
tion pressure scaling for studies of the equation of st
~EOS!. Indeed laser shocks have recently become an us
tool in high pressure physics and have in particular be
used for the realization of EOS experiments@37,38#.
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